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Clarification no 1
2.1.3: Kindly define the request for 6 wheels. Can u list the number of axles being requested?
Six wheels in the sense that the rear differential needs to be of the double wheel type.
2.2.7: Being a 3 seater cab, kindly explain the request to have removable seats?
Please ignore this request

2.2.8.3: Which doors are being referred to?
The drop side doors of the truck.

2.2.9 / 10 / 11: These specifications are marked with an asterisk, but we did not find any
corresponding note.

All 3 specifications are Ranked S, even though the maximum is being requested. Should these be
ranked M?

1) Item 2.2.9 should read

Maximum 6100mm

Minimum 5700mm
As for items 2.2.10 and 2.2.11 please ignore the asterisk.

2.2.9: Two maximum external lengths are being listed. Kindly indicate only one to work with.
As indicated above the 6100mm is the maximum and 5700mm is the minimum
2.2.11: The height refers to the truck height or the folded crane height?

This height refers to the maximum height of the combined truck and the folded crane. The unit mast
pass under a door with that height (Just to clarify) A crane which may be opened and made to rest at
the rear of the truck so that the height of the unit is reduced to 2300mm is also considered
acceptable.

2.2.12: Can u define the GCW of the truck being requested?

We are looking for a truck that after the crane in installed will be capable of carrying 2000 kg.

2.2.15: The dual type tow bar refers to twin electric configuration? Is the 7pin socket correct?
It would be ideal if a picture is published showing exactly what type of tow bar is required.
The dual toe bar is the standard ball type tow bar and the pin type - Vide attached picture

2.2.16: Seat belts for the rear seats indicate that the passengers are not to be as per specification
2.2.7. Pls define.
Please ignore this specification only a front row of seats is expected

3.1.4: Do u need the 650kg winch capacity at the 7m boom radius reach, on single wire?
Are outriggers manually pulled out and hydraulic jacking acceptable?

The winch capacity normally does not change with operating radius. It it’s the minimum pull on
single wire. As for outrigger we accept manual pull out and hydraulic jacking.
4.3.3: Would a local 5 year warranty on underseal protection be acceptable? - YES

